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ABSTRACT In this paper, two problems of radial and rotatory vibrations of non- 
home igoneous spherical shell of spherically aeolotropic material have been solved. The elastic 
constants cij are assumed to bo of tho form m being constants and the density
p is assumed to be of the form p ™ por®, po and s being constants.
The results for tho homogeneous spherically isotropic cas(\ those for th(^  inhomogeneous 
spherically isotropic case of constant density and those for the non-homogeneous isotropic 
case are obtained from this paper as special cases.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
8ur (1904) has invewtigated the problem of vibration of inbomogerK'ouM 
spherical shell of aeolotropic material of constant density.
Bose (19(>7) has recently solved the* problem of torsional vibrations of non- 
liomog(in(‘OU8 spherical and cylindrical shells of variable density and variables 
modulus of rigidity.
Chaki'avorty (1955) has investigated the problems of radial and rotatory 
vibrations of homogeneous spherical shell of spherically aeolotropic material and 
of uniform density. In the present paper, the corresponding problems for the* 
non-homogeneous material are discussed. The nonbomogeneity of the shell is 
due to the variable density p and due to the variation of Cij. The clastic constants 
Cij are assumed to be Cij ™ P ij and m being cjonstants and r being tho radius 
vector. The density of the material is assumed to be of the form p =  Pq and 
s being constants.
Lastly, the results for the homogeneous case (Chakravorty, 1955), those for 
the non-homogeneous case of constant density (Sur, 1964), and those for the 
non-homogeneous isotropic case (Bose, 1967) are obtained from the results of the 
present paper as special cases.
S O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M
Lot r =  a and r =  6 be the boundaries of the spherical shell. In spherical 
polar co-ordinates (r, 6, <f>) the stress-strain relations in the non-homogeneous 
spherically aeolotropic shell in which give
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^  =: r {^fiiierr+Mi2(e00+e^<p)}
ee  =
H
=/^55r«*e r^
where fi^ =  m , are constants. The density p of the material of
the shell is
( 1)
P^Por^ (2)
whore />q and s are constants.
R A D I A L  V I B R A T I O N
For the radial vibration of the spherical shell, the displacement components 
arc assumed to be given by
Ur =  Ue*^  ^ , Ug =  0 ^
U  being a function of r only and p  being a constant.
The components of strain are therefore given by (Love, 1944, p. 56)
... (3)
err _  dUr dr
dU ,,, 
dr
_  , 1 dUg _  U
““ 7  r  dS ~  r
+  cot <?+
>ipt
r sin
r sin 0 d<f> r
_  1 dUr dUf _U f _  n
rein 0 dr r
1 duf Ug , dug r>
(*)
(1) then gives the stress-components as
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rr
ae ^   ^/!<ia U jfi'V ... (5)
=  r6^  =  0.
Substitution of the stress-components from (5) and the density p from (2) 
into the only non-vanishing equation of motion (Love, 1944 p. 91), namely,
drr , 1 drO . 1 dr6 , 1 Tl  ^n\- +  _ 4- —T— +  -  (2rr—6^ —^ cot 0) ^  por r dS r sin 0 d(p r dt^
yields
I S  +  ^  {(«* +  1 W2-A22-/^23} S  +  r C 7  =  0 ... (6)dr^ r dr / i^i
When 8 ^  m—2, using the transformations
V =  r " F
and
z = 2A:
»14*2 ... (7)
5—m +2
the equation (6) reduces to the Bessel’s equation of the ?Ath order, namely,
(8)
where
jfc =
A*ii
Z2 =  ( ) * + ^ { i “2*+A *8-(»»+ lK s}
and
n = 21a—tn+2 ‘
... (9)
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Solution of (8) is V — AJ^{z)+BYn{z) . . .  ( 10)
29 9
where J„(*) and Y„{z) arc Bessel’s functions of order n and of the first and 
second kind respectively and A, B are arbitrary constants. (7) then gives
U =  r
Wl-f* 1
■ 2 r n i n 
I
B Y . . .  ( 11)
The stress-component rr is then given from (5) with the use of the recurr­
ence relations
^n{z)
( 1 2 )
as
m-3
rr — r A fir®  /Wu«/„_i(z)+|2/«i2— J /tn j /„(2) j
+ B [fcr«  /tnr„_x(2)+ { 2 / ^ 1 2 - An)  3"«(*)] (13)
The boundary conditions on the boundaries r =  o and r =  6 of the shell are 
/T — 0 on r =  a and r — b. (13) then gives by these boundary conditions,
+ j ?  /«lir„_l(«l) +  |2/{j2— ^  j I  j =  (14)
and
A [Jfc6» /*u^„-x(**)+{ /tn} W  ]
+jB /tuTn_i(Zj)+( l^ «(®s) j  ~  ® ••• U®)
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where iftif ~Z^ -  \z]r-a =  j  « “
and
Elimination of A and B from (14) and (15) produces the frequency equation 
i
2ka ^  +m+l)/iu}Jn(^i)
X.
2ka ^  /III Yn~i(2^i)+{4/^12 l)/^ii}yn(^i)
. . . (16)_  2fe6” /^u«/n~l(g^2)+{^/^i2---(2^+^+lKlKn(g2)_  I
2kb^ / i i i Y +{4/^ 12~(2Z+wi+1 )/in}Y^(z^)
When s =  m—2, using the transformation U =  r  ^ F, the equation (6) reduces to
dr* r dr r*
where A® =  —  {2 /t2j + 2 /t28— 2 (w i+ l)/ii2—/>oP®}+ ( ) ■
The solution of this equation is F ~  ^r^+jBr'-'^ where A, B are arbitrary
constants.
w+l .. m+l
Hence U =  Ar * 4-JBr ' * ^
and »r =  r [^ .4 12 /h ,+ /h i ( A - )}
+ J 5 | 2 /* „ - /h i ( A + ^ - - ) } r - * ] ,ipt
»<—s
The boundary conditions rr =  0  on r =  a and r — h are satisfied if either 
B =  0  and 2 /ii ,+ /tu  =  0 , or =  0 and 2 /ti2—/h i [ ^ + ==
The first or second condition will be satisfied according as
* 2 /hi
is positive or negative.
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Now the frequency equation is
2
PoP^  =  - (/^n/^12+/ l^li“ 23 — 2/^ 12^ )Pll
which is identical with that for the case of constant demity (Siir, 1964).
R O T A T O R Y  V I B R A T I O N
For the rotatory vibration of the spherical shell the components of the dis­
placement are assumed to bo
Ur == 0 — y =  JF sin .
W being a function of r only.
Then the only non-vanishing component of stress is
... (17)
... (18)
Substitution of the only non-zero stress-component (18) into the only non­
vanishing equation of motion, namely
yields
\ ^  1 + 1  ( 3 ^ + 2 ^  cot 8)
dr r dO r sin 0 d < p r  dt^
j_ 2 + w  dW  _  2 - ^  Pop^ IT 0 
dr^  r dr r®
(19)
When 3 ^  m—2, the transformations
-  ”*±1
W =  r * '  X
and
2hV —  —  -;i »■■ s—m +2
•-m+2 (20)
reduce the equation (19) into
d*X , 1 dX+  -■dy® y dy +  ( i - ^ . ) x - o
(21)
where h =  p  and v =
^ P n  a—m +2
A solution o f (21) is X  =  OJ,(y)-{-DY,{y) (22)
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where C and D are arbitrary constants. Hence from (20),
W =  r 2 [C J M + D Y M ] ... (23)
The stress-component is them given from (18) with the help of the recur­
rence relations,
and
as
J/{y) ■--= •h{y)-'fv+x{y)
ff
YAy)-Y,^y{y)
m-3
... (24)
? S r 2 («-"»+%{C'-^vii(2/)+^T^+i(y)}sin(9.e*J’‘. ... (25)
Since ~  0 on the boundaries r — a and r ~  h oi the spherical shell, therefore 
O J ,M + D Y ,,^ (y^ )  ^  0 ... (26)
and
where
and
^^•^ i’+i(3/2)+®rp+i(y2) =  0 ... (27)
?/l Mr., a 2A___.s—m +2
2h
«—wi+2
«~m+2
Elimination of C and D from (26) and (27) gives the frequency equation
... (28)
The case when s =  m—2 can be treated exactly in the same way as in the case of 
radial vibration.
N U M E R I C A L  R E S U L T S
Taking w =  2,  ^ == 1 so that 1/ =  5, the frequency equation (28) for the rotatory 
vibration becomes
... (29)
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where to — 2p “J and 9/co = 2p -J
 ^Mbb
so that V = V '  > 1 . ^a
It is known (Gray and Mathcjws, 1895, j). 242) that the q-th root, in order of 
magnitude of (29) is
4(6)2-^! n __ 4(4.6‘-*~l)(4.02-_25)(fl;»-1)
5{8vnri-l)
Roots of (29) have been calculated for different values of r/ and are given in 
t h ( 3  following table :
v M >  =  S +  j  ■
where
v - i
and _ »2(4.6*-l)(16
a
J .25 .5 .75
2 1.414 1.154
5.2735 9.0803 21.1426
7.5591 15.9848 41.1775
10.3265 23.3129 61.4524
Corresponding to the gth root the frequency of vibration will be
.<«)given by =  \l ^
D I S C U S S I O N S
The results for the homogeneous spherically aeolotropic shell (Chakravorty, 
1966) may be obtained easily from the results of the present problem by putting 
m 0 and s =  0.
Then from (9), n* =  P =  i  [ 1 + — (<^2a+^28“~^i2) 14 L Cix
and from (21), u =  3/2.
So, from (16) the frequency equation for the radial vibration becomes
2^ xifco + (4ci8J73i—2wc,i) J „(M
2ciika T " K ^ i2 —Cji—2nCii) Tn{kci)
_2ciihbJn— 1^1 2nc^ '^ Jff{lcb)
2ciikbYn-iQ^) "i" (^12 2w5h ) Yb(^6)
and from (28) the frequency equation for the rotatory vibration becomes
J,[h<i)J ,{hb) =  J,{hb)J ,{hx) [•.• Y (X) =  - J  .(X)].
3 “ 5 3 '5  t  3
These agree with the results of chakravorty (1965).
The results o f Sur (1964), may be obtained from the results o f the present 
paper by putting s =  0.
The results for the non-homogeneous isotropic spherical shell (Bose, 1967 
in which n ~  and p =  Po "^*) c)btained from the results of the present 
paper by putting pgg =  po and s — m.
Then from (21), v =  and from (28) the frequency equation for the torsional 
vibration becomes
«+6 (^ )  Ym+5 (fib) =  J«+5 {Kb) Y (ha)
2 "2 2 2
which agree with the result o f Bose (1967).
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